Correlating Carrier Density and Emergent Plasmonic Features in Cu2-xSe Nanoparticles.
Recently, a wide variety of new nanoparticle compositions have been identified as potential plasmonic materials including earth-abundant metals such as aluminum, highly doped semiconductors, as well as metal pnictides. For semiconductor compositions, plasmonic properties may be tuned not only by nanoparticle size and shape, but also by charge carrier density which can be controlled via a variety of intrinsic and extrinsic doping strategies. Current methods to quantitatively determine charge carrier density primarily rely on interpretation of the nanoparticle extinction spectrum. However, interpretation of nanoparticle extinction spectra can be convoluted by factors such as particle ligands, size distribution and/or aggregation state which may impact the charge carrier information extracted. Therefore, alternative methods to quantify charge carrier density may be transformational in the development of these new materials and would facilitate previously inaccessible correlations between particle synthetic routes, crystallographic features, and emergent optoelectronic properties. Here, we report the use of 77Se solid state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy to quantitatively determine charge carrier density in a variety of Cu2-xSe nanoparticle compositions and correlate this charge carrier density with particle crystallinity and extinction features. Importantly, we show that significant charge carrier populations are present even in nanoparticles without spectroscopically discernible plasmonic features and with crystal structures indistinguishable from fully reduced Cu2Se. These results highlight the potential impact of the NMR-based carrier density measurement, especially in the study of plasmon emergence in these systems (i.e., at low dopant concentrations).